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Effects
AMS DMX 1580-S Studio A
AMS RMX-16 Studio A
Bricasti M7 Studio A
EMT 140 Plate Reverb (4) Studio A
EMT 250 Digital Reverb Studio A
Eventide H3000SE Studio A
Lexicon 480L Studio A
Lexicon PCM42 (2) Studio A
TC Elec. 2290 Studio A
Yamaha SPX90 (2) Studio A
AMS DMX 1580-S Studio B
AMS RMX-16 Studio B
API 3124+ mic pre (4chan) Studio B
Dytronics Cyclosonic Panner Studio B
Dytronics Tri-Stereo Chorus Studio B
EMT 140 Plate Reverb Studio B
Eventide H3000SE Studio B
Eventide 2016 Studio B
Lexicon 480-L Studio B
Lexicon PCM42 (3) Studio B
Lexicon PCM70 Studio B
TC Electronics TC 2290 Studio B
TC Electronics TC 6000 Studio B
Yamaha Rev 5 Studio B
Yamaha SPX90 (2) Studio B
